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A Village Plan for Bagshot 

 
 
After successful campaigns by the Bagshot Society to save the library and the post office, and a 
vigorous effort to save the local branch of the Nationwide, a group of members thought it a good idea 
to produce a long term village plan. In November 2008 a Bagshot Village Plan Steering Group was 
formed and letters sent out to local residents for further support. This resulted in a very solid 
committee of 13 people including a fair smattering of local councillors, business people, community 
leaders, as well as quite a few ordinary folks. 
 
The next step was to get organised. Members took on the tasks of fund raising, publicity, web site 
creation and consultation with local residents, businesses and groups. Consultation was regarded as 
the most important as it would form the basis of the village plan. After all the plan would be designed 
to provide decision makers, councillors, planners, local authorities with a firm mandate on the future 
development of Bagshot. 
 
The first part of the consultation involved members talking to local organisations (schools, residential 
care homes, conservation groups, etc.) to find out what their major concerns and desires were. 
Another part was to give people the opportunity to write comments on boards displayed during the 
Bagshot Village Day events. The Bagshot Village Plan website also provided a means of expressing 
opinions about the future development of the village. 
 
An open meeting held in October 2009 at Connaught School proved to be very successful and 
provided valuable feedback from the many residents who attended.  
 
During the latter half of 2009 the committee collated information from all local consultations and 
produced a questionnaire which was distributed to all addresses in Bagshot. The results from the 
questionnaires are now being analysed for inclusion in the village plan. 
 
The committee are dedicated to providing an achievable village plan for the future development of 
Bagshot. 

You can get more information from the Bagshot village website: www.bagshotvillage.com or by 
emailing the Chairman, Geoff Marston at geoff@martechds.co.uk. 

 

http://www.bagshotvillage.com/
mailto:geoff@martechds.co.uk
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Forward 

Bagshot is one of the oldest villages in Surrey. Its connections with Royalty, its importance as a 
transport link, its associations with agriculture, horticulture and geology give the place name a 
significance far beyond its modest size and population. 
 
The village is changing; over the last five years Bagshot has found its voice. The evidence is all 
around us: the village days and street parties, the groups of singers and musicians who periodically 
gather to perform in the village centre, the fights to save local services, the Christmas decorations 
that go up every December, the hard work of its business association, the dedication of volunteers. In 
all these ways and in others, local people are showing that they care for their village and they mind 
what it looks like and how it may develop.  
 
There is no better testament to the enthusiasm for Bagshot than the commitment behind the Village 
Plan. This document is not a final solution, more a direction of travel. In asking local residents 
questions it aims to suggest options and possibilities. Those involved in local government hope that 
Bagshot’s voice will, in the years that follow, call more strongly; we in turn will do our best to show 
that we are listening. 
 
 

 

St Anne’s Church 
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You and Your Household 
 
Analysis 
20% of respondents were over 65 
1% of respondents said they required Special Needs 
4% of respondents said they were Disabled. 
 
Generally about 50% of UK Citizens are over 65 and about 17% people are disabled, so the 
responses probably under represent Senior Citizens and over represent the Disabled. The needs of 
both groups are broadly similar so, on balance, it seems fair to assume that the responses represent 
a fair cross section of this group. 
 
Approximately 40% of responses were from people in the 40 to 65 age range with an overall 
emphasis on the upper age group. 
 
Conclusion 
The priority of planning & decisions should focus on the growing needs of our increasing elderly 
population. 
 
Moving forward 
There is a need for reducing the volume and speed of traffic through the village. More pedestrian 
areas are needed. There is a need to improve disabled safety & access. 

 

 
The Railway Viaduct across Guildford Road  
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Traffic & Transport 

Analysis 
Between 50 and 60% of people answered the questions in this section. 
21% of respondents agreed to introducing transport to ferry people from outlying areas to bus stops. 
5% disagreed and 34% agreed that disabled parking spaces should be used by badge holders only. 
49% agreed that bus passes should be available for use from 9am. 
16% agreed that ambulance and hospital transport services are inadequate 
 
The volume of traffic travelling through Bagshot is of great concern to the residents especially to the 
increasing number of older people residing in the community. 
 
Conclusion 
The environment of Bagshot should be considered in all future plans & with planning to this end, no 
more major developments should be allowed. 
All future plans should consider traffic reduction in the village a priority with more traffic persuaded to 
take the A30 Bagshot bypass route. 
By removing obstructions to the flow of traffic particularly London bound to create two lanes to make 
the bypass a bypass again. 
Also a feasibility study should be carried out of making the high street a pedestrian or one way traffic 
area in the near future.  
 
Speeding is generally a problem everywhere but most respondents do not want speed humps or 
chicanes but would rather rely on flashing repeater signs.  
 
Pedestrian crossings should be made more visible. 
 
High street area: There was no strong overall agreement on areas that should be pedestrianised. 
 
Moving forward 
Move 7½ Ton limit sign from end of High St to traffic lights at the intersection of A322 & New Rd to 
stop lorries (with sat nav) using Guildford Rd as a short cut to the A30 to Camberley. 
Pedestrianise the road in front of Hardy’s (No1 High Street) could be an area of agreement. 
 
Church Road: Change to one way from A30 to the junction with Higgs Lane. 
 
A30: Extend existing cycle lane to Collingwood College and provide safe crossing. 
 
No new significant development should be allowed on the Bagshot section of A30 that would attract 
an increase in traffic flow, only development for local use should be accepted. Traffic flow on the A30 
should be improved with coordination of traffic lights & re-engineer road architecture to the A30 
Bagshot bypass to speed traffic flow to the M3 around Bagshot.   
 
Guildford Rd: Convert pedestrian crossings to Toucan or Pelican crossings and provide cycle lanes. 
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Modify road markings on Guildford Rd to give priority for vehicles from Bagshot Green onto Guildford 
Rd (perhaps mini roundabouts etc) to help residents exit and to slow down traffic on the Guilford Rd. 
This would improve traffic flow to & from Connaught School. 
 
Provide more cycle lanes throughout the village. 
 
Most people thought that bus passes should be valid from 9am and that disabled parking spaces 
should be used by badge holders only. 
 
Enforce parking restrictions. 
Keep pavements clear and improve surfaces. 
Improve control of dog fouling. 
 
Provide better access for wheel chairs at Bagshot station. 
Provide more through trains in the evening (to London Waterloo) 
 
Create more “walking buses” (groups of children supervised by adults) to reduce private vehicle 
usage (school runs) at Bagshot schools. 
 
Remove village parking charges for car parks. 
 
The issue of bus passes should be investigated with view to extending valid times  
 
The policing of disabled parking spaces should be improved and penalties strictly enforced. A lesser 
but perhaps more effective measure would be to organise the application of unofficial very sticky 
notices to be stuck to side windows of the offending vehicles. 
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Community Facilities and Services 
 
Analysis 
12% of respondents used Dail-a-Ride 
11% used Meals on Wheels 
14% used Bagshot Care 
15% used the Windle Valley Day Centre 
An average of 13% of respondents used the above facilities 
These facilities should at least be maintained at present levels.   
 
Respondents used the services of the local doctors, dentists, ambulance service & chemists shop. 
The majority of respondents did not use the social care services provided. 
The majority of respondents used the local leisure services. 
 
Conclusion 
When people had course to use the local public & private services they considered them to be very 
good to good. 
 
A greater range of shops would be appreciated together with a better shopping environment. 
 
Local housing was considered to have a good range. 
Affordable & social housing: there were concerns about overdevelopment of Bagshot & the few open 
spaces left should be preserved & not built on. 
 
Moving forward 
A greater variety of shops should be sought when the opportunity arises. 
 
Respondents concerns about over development should be paramount when any new development is 
being considered most people thinking that Bagshot was now as large & concentrated as it should be. 
Any further development would damage the village atmosphere. 
 
  
Residents voiced their objections to any development to land adjacent to Chapel Lane. Any change in 
land usage should be incorporated into the public area of School Lane Field. This would make a 
central large green open space, perhaps with a through footpath/cycle way to the new Earlswood 
Estate, thus providing a cycle route from Connaught Park through to the Jolly Farmer for Collingwood 
students. 
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Crime & Community Safety /Neighbourhood PoliceTeam  
 
Responses from the questionnaire showed that overall 56% of residents believed Bagshot was a 
reasonably law abiding place in to live.  However, 29% suggested that burglary was a problem locally, 
23% agreed that vehicle crime was an issue and 24% agreed that theft from cars was a concern. 
Speeding on through roads and residential areas remains one of the top issues with 25% strongly 
agreeing and 48% agreeing. 
 
Whilst 26% agreed that petty disorders and street disturbance were problems, 30% disagreed that 
vandalism and fighting were an issue locally and roughly 30% disagreed that mugging/theft from the 
person or violent crime was a problem in Bagshot. 22% thought that drunkenness was not a problem 
in the Village. 
 
When it comes to rating our Police Force locally 30% believe them to be well known to the public and 
easy to contact, and between 17% and 22% believed that the Police respond promptly to reports of 
crime and emergencies. 
 
In the perception of community safety 70% believe we live in a reasonably safe and law abiding place 
and 56% believe it to be safe for their children to go out in the day and evening to play unsupervised 
 
Overall the questionnaire responses seem to suggest Bagshot residents are satisfied with community 
safety and the response of our Neighbourhood Police Team. It is reassuring to think most people in 
their answers felt it safe for children to play freely within our community.  
 
Graffiti didn’t seem to rate as a problem, although from experience with our Neighbourhood Team we 
have had a spate, at times, on private property in the village. 
 
For most people the awareness of drugs in our village is low but it was commented that over the last 
few years there seems to be a greater open presence of dealing and smoking of cannabis within our 
community. 
 
Considering there are a number of licensed premises within the village it was commented that it is 
good to see that people don’t think we have a problem with drunkenness. 
 
From the other varieties of crimes listed it was commented that we must live in an area where we 
have low levels of crime and low levels of anti-social behaviour and that this should be reassuring to 
all residents.  
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Children’s & Youth Activities & Facilities 
 
 

 
Bagshot Infants School 

 
 
Introduction 
A number of methods were used to gather views about facilities in Bagshot for young people aged 0-
18. As well as the Bagshot Village Plan questionnaire response work was done with pupils in Bagshot 
Infant School and Connaught Junior School to get their views. Additionally, some work has been 
done to listen to the views of young people in the 11-18 age range, predominantly through youth work 
performed by Windle Valley Youth Project with SCC Youth Development Service, but more is needed 
with this age group. 
 

Age Range Count Percentage of population 

0 to 5 347 7% 

6 to 10 
 

345 7% 

11 to 16 320 6% 

17 to 18 118 2% 

Table 1 0-18’s in Bagshot - 2001 Census 
 
Questionnaire 
138 households with young people aged 0-18’s responded. 
 
The vast majority of people who do not have children aged 0-18 did not complete this section of the 
questionnaire. The analysis shown below is based on the data only from those who expressed an 
opinion. 
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Using the 2011 as a benchmark we can assess how well represented each age group is in the 
responses. A measure of 100% means exactly the number of people that we would have expected for 
that age group responded (were represented). 
 

Age Range Representation Comment 
 

0-5 
 

113% Slightly over-represented 

6-10 95% OK 

11-16 71% Under represented 

16-18 57% Very under represented 

 
 
Demographic 
 
Topics of questions 
The key topics for the questionnaire where determined from consultations at Bagshot Village Days, 
the Bagshot Village Plan launch, input from pupils at local schools, young people at clubs and local 
groups who work with families and children. 
 

● Playgrounds 
● Involvement in activities and what’s on 
● Communications 
● Jobs for young people. 

 
Playgrounds 
NB. The questionnaire data was gathered before the work in 2011 to improve facilities at School Lane 
field. 
 
A majority (55%) of people who responded feel that our playground facilities are inadequate, 36% 
believe them to be adequate, with 8% thinking they are excellent. 
 
The most used playgrounds across the age ranges are Curley Park (Whitmoor Road) and School 
Lane, with some use of College Ride Pavilion and very little reported for Freemantle Road and 
Hawksworth Drive. 
 
Most people do not use a car to get to Bagshot playgrounds with only a small percentage using a car 
occasionally – almost exclusively for 0-5’s. 
 
A significant percentage (41%) of respondents use a car to drive to a playground outside of Bagshot 
between once a week and once a month. 
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Security and safety at the playgrounds were reported as not a problem for most people but 
vandalism, poor maintenance of equipment, insufficient variety of equipment and particularly dog 
mess, were all seen as problems. Parks in Sandhurst and Sunnigdale were offered as examples of 
parks that dealt with these issues well. 
 
Improvements 
School Lane got strong support for improvement and Curley Park and College Ride playgrounds were 
also well supported both with roughly equal backing. 
 
Four locations were suggested for new playgrounds:  
 

● The space occupied by the recycling bins in the car park behind the Co-operative 
● School Lane field 
● The car park opposite the Three Mariners by the Windle brook. 
● Somewhere near the shops.  

 
Communications about activities for 11-18’s 
Only 14% of people felt that they were aware of activities available for 11-18’s, but this question had a 
low response rate. 
 
Most people got their information about what’s going on from other parents and friends, schools and 
the Bagshot Directory 1 (Three Villages Directory). Other sources that were mentioned by a number 
of people were the Bagshot Infant School Sure Start Children’s Centre, the Village Cafe, Bagshot 
Events emails and noticeboards. 
 
Responding to how people would like to get information about activities, websites, email, posters and 
schools were all equally popular. SMS messaging was not popular. 
 
Activities and facilities for 11-18’s 
Scouts/Guides or sports clubs were each attended by about a quarter of respondents with 1 in 10 
attending youth clubs or dance classes. 
 
Most young people walk to activities or get driven by their parents. Only 7% reported using the public 
bus. 
 
Most respondents were prepared to travel for activities with roughly equal support for: 

● Bagshot/Lightwater/Windlesham, 
● Camberley/Bracknell/Sunningdale, 
● Any distance. 

 
When asked about the facilities that should be provided/improved, the following were popular: 

● No dog mess on fields (55%) 
● Indoor venue to “hang out” (45%) 
● Football/sports pitches (36%) 
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● Fitness centre / gym (31%) 
● Band nights (26%) 
● Adventure activities (e.g. climbing, kayaking) (26%) 
● Skateboard park (24%) 
● Outdoor “teen-shelter” (24%) 

 
Jobs 
About a quarter of respondents have part-time work. Of the remainder 10% said they didn’t want one 
or didn’t have enough spare time. One in four said there weren’t enough jobs for young people in 
Bagshot. 
 
Overall views of Bagshot for children and young people 
People were asked to comment on the best aspects of Bagshot and the things they’d most like to 
change:   

Good things Things to add or improve 

Good choice of parks 
Recently moved here & like it very much 
Village life 
Good facilities and access to other places 
The people are friendly and there is a real village 
atmosphere 
Bagshot Cricket club 
Hotspot youth cafe 
Friday youth club at St Anne’s (now closed) 
 
 

Less new development and more parks/hangouts 
Remove the fence on Curley Park field 
More interesting things to do 
Coffee bar (NB Shotz has opened since the 
questionnaire) 
More student jobs 

 
One respondent complained that 0-18 was too narrow a range and that at 35 they  

Considered themselves a young person. 
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Reponses from work in Schools 
 
Village Plan input from Bagshot Infant school children 

The best thing about Bagshot The thing I’d like to be better 

● All of the wildlife and the natural areas 
(room for animals) 

● Nice fields and parks to play in 
● Healthy restaurants 
● Good future 
● A nice clean village 
● Nice view of Bagshot, relaxing 
● Nice to have bells ringing from the church 
● Nice houses, smooth roads well looked 

after 
● The people are friendly, helpful, kind 
● School playground 
● Our school is really clean 
● The teachers and the school 
● Playground next to the school (School 

Lane) 
o Pond 

o Basketball court 
● Jakes is near and is fun 
● The fields to play football 
● The clubs – ballet, football (Curley Park), 

tennis 
● The garden centres 
● The library 
● The old things (like the school) 
● Forest 
● The shops 

o Pet shops (now closed) 
o The sweet shop 

● The Hungry Horse, Harvester, Jacks and 
other restaurants 

● Activities after school 
● Rainbows and Beavers 
● Getting the train to different places 

(London, Chelsea stadium) 
● Having Golden Rules to know how to 

behave 

● More places to meet the wildlife, like the 
country park 

● More recycling areas to stop littering 
● Crossing near Somerfield (Co-operative) 
● Bank 
● Put a sign by the pond to stop people 

putting things in 
● Litter posters 
● Dog owners to pick dog mess up 
● The drawing on the wall 
● More basketball courts 
● Doing more for people to do together 
● To have a swimming pool 
● The ballet hall (St Annes Hall) to be bigger 
● Underground train 
● More things to climb on in the park and a 

big slide 
● Near Bagshot Green in the stream needs 

clearing of weeds to make room for the 
ducks to swim 

● Cedar Close and College Ride – drivers 
driving too fast 

● Reduce the speed limit through the village 
(this has been reduced to 20mph) 

 

 
Village Plan input from a year 5 class at Connaught Junior School 

Things to Fix Aspirations  

● more bins for dog poo and litter 
● don’t let anybody park their car outside 

the shops in the High Street / more 

● play area for older kids 
● more people walk to shops to save planet 

and good for the environment 
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parking spaces 
● open more shops because a lot have 

closed 
● more post boxes 
● less traffic / not using Bagshot as a 

shortcut for cars 
● less busy roads 
● vandalism 
● more zebra crossings in Bagshot 
● fewer roads in Bagshot 
● fewer people smoking 
● no litter 
● no dog poo 

 

● a graffiti cleaner 
● a graffiti area 
● can openers all over the place 
● a book shop 
● animal petting centre 
● big sweet shop 
● put a bank in the High Street 
● another supermarket 
● a swimming pool 
● lots of different shops 
● more cafes 
● Bagshot to be a happy place and have a 

zoo with monkeys(!) 
● shops to be open longer 
● cinema 
● a leisure centre 
● bins outside shops 
● hover cars 
● sweets in every shop 
● golf course 
● a lovely little garden for people to look at 
● an arcade 
● a sweet factory 

 
 

 
 
Formal and informal consultations with teenagers 
Formal consultations (TUNE-IN) and informal consultations with young people have highlighted some 
themes that have come up a number of times: 
 

● Somewhere to meet 
● Information about what’s going on 
● Skate park 
● Somewhere for bands to play 
● Transport/buses 

 
Proposed Plan 
Some of the areas identified as needing addressing or developing have progressed, in most areas 
through the work of the local community. 
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● The speed limit on the High Street has been reduced to 20mph. 
                  The success of the speed limit should be reviewed 

● A new playground for younger children and a zip-wire have been installed in School Lane field. 
The equipment was installed by the Parish Council with money allocated from the Earlswood 
(Nottcuts) development 

● Hotspot Youth Cafe has been relaunched and provides a place for young people (13-18) to 
meet. 

● There is a new cash point at the Co-operative. 
● Curley Park (Whitmoor Road) playground was tidied and repainted by a group of community 

volunteers 
 

 
 
Plan  

Dog mess 
● Consult with dog owners and SHBC 

officers re the problem 
● Research how the issue has been tackled 

successfully in other areas 
● Build on the campaign started by a 

resident to reduce mess on the un-named 
path between the two schools (including 
tidying up and naming the lane) 

● “Name the Lane” competition 
 

Improve playgrounds 
● Find out what facilities are being added as 

part of Earlswood development 
● Add new equipment to Curley Park 

playground as suggested by the 
community during the repaint and tidy-up 

● Renew equipment at College 
Ride/Pavilion 

● Add outdoor equipment for 11-18’s 
(location to be agreed) 

● Investigate options for village centre play 
equipment 

● Curley park field – fence Identify options 
for reducing the impact of/removing the 
fence 

● Leisure facilities (sports 
facilities/fitness/Gym/skatepark) 

● Consult and identify possible options 
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Wildlife area 
● Consult with SHBC, WPC and 

local wildlife charities re options 
● Work with schools to implement 

(possibly in School Lane field) 
● Cleaner/tidier 

Jobs 
● Consult more with young people 
● Speak with businesses to 

understand any issues (e.g. 
understanding of the law) 

● Provide a jobs page 
(bagshotvillage.com / Directory) 

Communication 
●  Improve information about what’s 

on 

More consultation with young people 
particularly 16-18’s 

● WVYP is in the process of starting 
a Youth Forum for Bagshot, 
Lightwater and Windlesham – use 
this to do more consultation with 
young people 

● Design and run consultation 
events/activities to build on BVP 
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Environmental issues 

Analysis 

The weight of opinion was that global warming was a threat (61%): few thought it wasn’t (12%). 
However a significant number were unsure (22%), though a neutral position could mean several 
different things - lack of interest or knowledge. 

The question regarding the role of technology and geo-engineering in addressing global warming was 
perhaps too vague. 29% agreed that technology could provide (one of) the answers to global 
warming. 23% didn’t think it could provide an answer. Due again perhaps to the lack of practical 
definition, 40% had their doubts; they were not interested or felt they were not qualified to voice an 
opinion.  

An impressive 67% thought that less use of energy, less waste and more recycling across society 
could make a difference. Only a few thought otherwise. Perhaps the neutrals (18%) again felt they 
weren’t qualified to take up a position 

The majority of people have concerns about environmental issues & consider that individual action 
can make a difference such as saving water & thinking  of renewable energy & energy saving- should 
be promoted in the village.  
 
Flooding was not considered to be a major problem in Bagshot. 
 
Most people were happy with the support & actions of the local Parish Council but not so happy with 
the services of the Borough & County Councils whose actions were considered to make matters 
worse not better for Bagshot residents (parking charges, removing funding from local library etc) 
 

Recycling 

There was a strong (84%) commitment to recycling. A high proportion (87%) also approved of the 
new Surrey Heath waste collection which places emphasis on recycling as much of our rubbish as 
possible.  Far fewer thought otherwise (21%). A very large number however, were confused about 
what to put in the recycling bin and what to put in the landfill/general waste bin (76%). 

There seemed to be enthusiasm (64%) for a locally based website for the exchange or sale of 
goods no longer required. 

Water conservation 

A large proportion saw water conservation as highly important, most used showers and just over 
half had water meters, water butts, or both. 

The hippo (a bag put in the toilet cistern to reduce water usage when flushing) didn’t seem to be 
widely in use. Perhaps because of advances in toilet cisterns which conserve water? 

Energy conservation 
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Far more thought a campaign for renewable energy in the village was a good idea (56%), than 
those who didn’t (7%). However, a surprising number had no strong view on the matter or didn’t 
think it would materialise.  

Most thought businesses should turn off lights at night. Very few disagreed or didn’t have a view.  

There seemed to be divided opinion about switching off selected street lights. 

The vast majority thought that improving local facilities to reduce the need to travel was desirable.  

Natural environment 

Most respondents said they encouraged wildlife into their gardens. 

Far more have compost bins than have not. 

More favoured the provision of organic gardening advice than not, but quite a substantial number 
did not put great importance on the matter.  

Most thought there should be more allotments available in or near the village. Few didn’t. 
However, most did not have a view either way.  The issue is of course whether there is more land 
available nearby that can to be put to such use. 

Most thought there should be more open spaces, very few didn’t. Nonetheless, a sizeable number 
for some reason or another did not comment either way. 

Most agreed that wildlife should be actively fostered and protected in open green spaces. Again, 
some but not many, didn’t feel concerned or involved in the matter. 

Comment – those who thought there should be more open spaces would presumably wish to 
preserve and fight to save existing local open spaces. 

Shopping  

A high proportion felt that buying locally grown food was important. 

Great enthusiasm was shown for a regular farmer’s market in the square. 

Well over half thought that reducing the carbon footprint of bought food was important i.e. 
reducing the distance that food is transported or the amount transported over large distances. 

Most thought reduction in packaging by supermarkets and manufacturers was desirable. 

The interesting idea that retailers should recycle their own packaging received strong backing.  

Travel 

Promoting walking and cycling was thought to be important by most. 

The need to improve public transport to avoid car use was strongly backed few objected.   
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There was a surprising result perhaps, for the idea of a village car-sharing service. Few thought 
the idea worth promoting,  

Local Government 

General feeling was that not enough was being done by the County or Borough to promote or 
drive forward conservation or sustainability projects and targets.  

The Parish Council had more people thinking it was promoting sustainability, than otherwise. 

Conclusions 
No development should increase the noise, disturbance and light pollution to local resident’s 
properties to the detriment of the residential amenities the occupants of the properties currently enjoy.  
Most respondents valued greatly the green open spaces & wildlife & think these areas should be 
preserved and expanded (School Lane Field etc). Measures to encourage walking & cycling should 
be strengthened with more traffic free zones & proper cycle lanes employed. 
 
Moving forward 
A farmers market with local produce was considered a good idea, this helping to reduce carbon 
emissions from travel to out of town shopping. The village Square is considered the ideal place for the 
market, within a traffic free area. 
 
All respondents agreed that a Bank or similar institution was required in the village (reducing traffic 
journeys) 
 
A greater variety of local shops & a safer shopping environment from through traffic is required to 
promote & support local shops & services. 
 
Motorway & B322 noise should be reduced by the use of quiet tarmac to improve Bagshot’s 
environment. 
 
Public transport should be improved & cost reduced. 
 
Cycle lanes should be deployed 
 
Provision of more allotments 
 
Turning off of selected street lights after midnight to conserve energy (Essex police found out there 
was less crime when street lights were turned off, if you can’t see it you can’t steel it). Businesses 
should also be encouraged to turn off lights at night time 
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Planning and Design 
 
Conservation area 
This was considered to be an attractive feature of Bagshot & should be preserved, assistance should 
be given to individual premises to improve & match the surrounding village architecture. 
 
The village library building should be kept in a good state of repair & order & improved to provide 
more facilities for Bagshot residents 
 
The Windlebrook was considered also an attractive feature of Bagshot & should be preserved & 
enhanced with more of the river bank being made available for public use with footpaths. 
 

 
St Anne’s Church 
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Senior Citizens and Disabled 
In many ways the needs of the elderly and the needs of the disabled meld (in Star Trek parlance) and 
perhaps should be considered as an integrated whole in the future development of Bagshot. 
 
Young, old or somewhere in between, we are, or should be, aware that the number of “grey tops” 
within society is increasing and that we should be seriously considering their requirements. 
 
Some of these issues are reflected in the answers to questions posed in the Village Plan 
Questionnaire. These are summarised below, with hopefully, reasoned conclusions and 
recommendations for the future development of Bagshot. 
 
Analysis 
 
Access and Mobility 
Approximately 60% of people answered the questions in this section. 
37% of respondents agreed that wheelchair access to shops should be improved. No one disagreed 
but 19% were neutral 30% agreed that one of the lower High Street pavements should be widened. 
4% disagreed 23% agreed that the square should be pedestrianized. 14% disagreed 24% agreed that 
the High Street Zebra crossing should be replaced with traffic lights. 16% disagreed. 56% agreed that 
footpaths should be cleared of vegetation and dog mess. No one disagreed but 5% were neutral 30% 
agreed that disabled access to Bagshot Station should be improved. No one disagreed but 23% were 
neutral 38% agreed that street lighting was inadequate. 8% disagreed but 13% were neutral 
 
Conclusions 
By far most people supported the clearing of vegetation and dog mess from pavements. 
Widening of the lower high street pavement and improving disabled access to shops were the next 
most supported actions closely followed by improving street lighting. Pedestrianization of the High 
Street and improving disabled access to Bagshot Station had support 
 
Recommendations 
Public footpaths should be inspected regularly and facilities set in place to have litter collected and 
vegetation trimmed. Where private dwellings are involved the Parish Council practice of informing 
residents of overhanging plantings should be continued and expanded where necessary. 
 
The County Council should be lobbied to improve pavements in the village. A detailed survey should 
be made of all pavements by a qualified body to provide robust evidence of the need for pavement 
widening. 
 
Local shop keepers should be encouraged to improve disabled public access to their premises. 
Where necessary funding should be sought to help those on tight budgets 
 
As with pavements street lighting should be subject to a full survey by a qualified body and the 
County Council approached to make improvement where necessary. (Surrey County Council is in the 
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process of improving street lighting throughout the county and this seems to have started on 
Connaught Park) 
 

Social and Health Care 

Between 20 and 50% of people answered the questions in this section 8% of respondents agreed 
that services are adequate. 3% disagree and 39% are neutral 13% agree that doctors and nursing 
staff visit when required. 7% disagree and 31% are neutral 20% of respondents agreed that local 
health care facilities should be expanded 
 
Most of the responses were neutral although some people thought that health care facilities should be 
expanded. 
 
It is always desirable to improve and expand health care facilities but Bagshot has a more pressing 
need due to the completion of the Earlswood Estate which will greatly increase the pressure on the 
Park Street Surgery. The Primary Health Care Trust should be approached regarding possible 
extension of the surgery or the provision of additional facilities locally. 
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Graphical Representations of Questionnaire Responses 
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High street 
a Speeding is a problem on this road 

b Becoming one way 

c Pedestrian access (from Hardy's to Half Moon Street) 

d Pedestrianise top of lower High Street (around the memorial) 

e Traffic calming - offset road narrowing (Chicanes) 

f Traffic calming - sleeping policemen / road humps 

g Make the crossing more visible 

h Repeater signs (small mph signs) 

i Flashing speed limit signs 

j 20mph limit on High Street from A30 to Bridge Road 
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Whitmoor Road  
a Speeding is a problem on this road b Traffic calming - Chicanes 

b Traffic calming - Sleeping policemen / road humps c Flashing speed limit signs 

d Repeater signs (small mph signs) e Speed camera(s) 
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Church Road  
a One way from A30 up to Higgs Lane b One way from Higgs Lane down to A30 

c Repeater signs (small MPH signs) d Speed camera(s) 
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Guildford Road  
a Speeding is a problem on this road b Make the pedestrian crossing more visible 

c Convert Zebra crossing to Toucan or Pelican crossing d Traffic calming - Chicanes 

e Traffic calming - Sleeping policemen / road humps f Flashing speed limit signs 

g Repeater signs (small mph signs) h Speed camera(s) 
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Pavements & Footpaths  
a Enforce bans on cycling 

b Enforce the no parking on pavements 

c Keep footpaths cleared and clean of vegetation & dog mess 

d Improve the path from Connaught to Bagshot Infants schools 

e Maintain the surface of pavements and footpaths 

f Continue pavement at side of Somerfield /Coop store into car park  

g Council "Dog watch" wardens to monitor owners who don't clear up 
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Cyclists  
a Cycle lanes in High Street 

b Cycle lanes in Guildford Road 

c A30 (extend coverage of existing cycle lanes to Collingwood School) 

d Cycle lanes in Whitmoor Road 

e Cycling on pavements is a problem 

f Build cycle stands in village centre 
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Road Signs & Furniture  
a Flashing speed limit signs are effective 

b Repeater signs (small mph signs) remind drivers of the speed limit 

c Removing road marking makes drivers more cautious 

d Offset road narrowing (Chicanes) slow down traffic 

e Sleeping policemen / road humps are useful 

f Speed camera(s) would prevent speeding 

g The appearance of street furniture is poor 

h Maintenance of road marking and signs is poor 
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Other Traffic Matters 

a Is speeding on Speeding on College 
Ride a problem? Yes 28% No 20% No 
resp 

b Is traffic & parking around Connaught 
Junior School a problem? Yes 40% No 
10% No resp 

c Is traffic and parking around Bagshot 
Infants School a problem? Yes 43% No 
11% No resp 

d Have the new parking charges affected 
your habits? Yes 20% No 56% No resp 

e Has daytime parking in residential 
areas become a problem? Yes 34% No 
31% No resp 
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Trains  
a Improvement of Bagshot railway station - give details below 

b Improve train times - give details below. 

c More through trains in evening (eg London Waterloo) 

d Better access for wheelchairs at Bagshot Station 
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Voluntary Transport Services  

a Have you used Bagshot Care  (a 
voluntary transport service)? Yes 3% No 
85% No resp 

b Have you of Dial-a-Ride? Yes 3% No 
83% No resp 

c Have you used of the taxi voucher 
scheme? Yes 1% No 86% No resp 

d If used, were they easy to arrange? Yes 
2% No 24% No resp 

e Would you like information about 
these services? Yes 10% No 59% No resp 

f Wish to volunteer to help with driving? 
Yes 1% No 63% No resp 
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School Transport  
a Walking Buses rather than private vehicles (for the "School Run") 

b Chapel Lane / School Lane - one way during school run 

c Traffic warden patrols during the school run to improve safety 

d Cycle routes to schools marked out 

e Issue tickets to people parking on pavements & yellow lines 
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Car Parking  
a There should not be a charge for using the Somerfield car park 

b There is sufficient parking available in the centre of Bagshot 

c A two story car park behind Sommerfield would be a good idea 

d There should be no restrictions on parking in the High Street 

e Parking in the High Street to be free for                             30 Minutes 

f Parking both sides of the High Street 

g Daytime parking in residential areas is a problem 
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2  a Dial-a-Ride No 2  b Meals on Wheels No 2  c Bagshot CARE No 2  d Windle Valley Day Centre No 
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a Resturants & Cafés No b Public houses No c Library No 

d Clubs & societies No e Public toilets No f Range of shops No 

g Post Office No h Playing fields No i Children's play areas No 
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Public Services  
a Police service No b Fire service No 

c Grass cutting of public areas by the County Council d Public transport - buses No 

e Public transport - rail No f Post Office No 

g Parking No h Street cleaning No 

i Street lighting No j Refuse collection No 

k Local schools - primary No l Local schools - junior No 

m Local schools - secondary No 
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Housing  
a Range of Housing No b Sheltered Housing No c Affordable Housing No d Social Housing No 
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Crime in Bagshot - Are the issues listed below a problem?  
a Violent crime b Mugging / theft from the person 

c Burglary d Domestic violence 

e Drug taking or drug dealing f Vehicle crime 

g Theft from cars h Speeding on through roads 

i Speeding in residential areas j Bagshot is a reasonably law abiding place to live 
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Petty Crime & Anti-Social Behaviour in Bagshot  
Are the issues listed below a problem? a Noisy / anti-social neighbours 

b Fighting c Vandalism 

d Drunkenness e Graffiti 

f Petty disorders and street disturbances 
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Policing in Bagshot  
a The police respond promptly to emergencies b The police respond promptly to reports of crime 

c Our Community Police Team are well known d Our Community Police Team are easy to contact 
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Perceptions of Safety in Bagshot 
a Bagshot is a reasonably safe and law abiding place to live 

b I feel safe to walk in the dark to post a letter 

c It is safe for my children to go out during the day and evening 

c to play unsupervised 
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General - How concerned are you about green issues?  
a Global warming is a very serious threat b Technology will provide a solution 

c Individual savings can make a difference 
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Recycling 

a Do you use a local recycling centre (for 
shoes, clothes, batteries, etc)? Yes 84% 
No 10% No resp 

b Is the new council rubbish system 
working well? Yes 87% No 9% No resp 

c Is it difficult to separate items for 
recycling? Yes 18% No 76% No resp 

d Would you welcome a locally based 
free web site to advertise goods  

d you no longer require and to look for 
goods you might want? Yes 66% No 20% 
No resp 
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Energy Conservation  
a (e.g. Heat pumps, solar water heating or photo voltaic panels) 

b Businesses should turn off lights at night? 

c Selected street lights to be turned off after midnight? 

d Improve local facilities (eg: a bank) to reduce the need to travel? 
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Natural Environment  
a Do you encourage wildlife in your garden? 

b Do you have a composting tub in your garden? 

c Would an organic gardening advice service would be useful? 

d There should be more allotments available in Bagshot? 

e There should be more green spaces in Bagshot 

f Wildlife should be encouraged to flourish in open spaces 
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Shopping  
a Buying locally grown produce is important? 

b Promote a regular farmers' market in the Square? 

c Campaign to reduce the carbon footprint of food bought? 

d Campaign to reduce packaging in supermarkets & manufacturers? 

e Campaign for retailers to recycle packaging on the premises? 

f Reduction in the use of plastic carrier bags is important? 
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Travel  
a Promote measures to encourage walking and cycling? 

b Improve public transport to reduce car pollution? 

c Improve local facilities to reduce car use? 

d Would a car sharing service based in the village be useful? 


